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Theme 1 

 

Construction Elements and parts of machines and equipment 
Grammar: Relative clauses 

 

Čas potřebný k prostudování učiva lekce: 8 vyučujících hodin 
Čas potřebný k ověření učiva lekce: 45 minut 

 

BLOEMENDAL M. G., PONSIONEN – VAN EIJSBERGEN B. C.,  EQUIPPED! English for 
Technicians, S1, Vydavatelství Gause s.r.o., 1995, 55s. ISBN 80-901545-1-4. 
BLOEMENDAL M. G., PONSIONEN – VAN EIJSBERGEN B. C.,  EQUIPPED! English for 
Technicians, S2, Vydavatelství Gause s.r.o., 1995, 64s. ISBN 80-901545-2-2. 
JOHN & LIZ SOARS, HEADWAY Student´s book, Oxford University Press, 1987, ISBN 
963-05-6060-7. 
SWAN M., WALTER C., The Cambridge English Course 2, Practice Book, SPN, 1991, 
ISBN 80-04-25925-1. 
MURPHY R., English Grammar in Use. S reference and practice book for internidiate 
students, Cambridge University Press, 1994, ISBN 0-521-43680-X 
THORNE T., LEES G., English on Business, P&R Centrum, 1990, ISBN 80-85333-00-7. 

 

V případě potřeby je možno konzultovat konkrétní problém s vyučujícím daného 
kurzu 
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1. Fill in the gaps in the following sentences 

My car is broken. The man …….….. my car is a car mechanic.  

Somebody …….….. a motorcycle is a motorcyclist.   

The man …….….. you how to drive a car is a driving instructor.  

A new gearbox was …….….. from the workshop. Police are looking for the thief.  

There is a big lorry …….….. in front of the pharmacy. It has taken up all the parking spaces! 

Something …….….. an engine is needed for a machine to work. 

2. Make one sentence from two. Use who, that, which 

A lorry is parked in front of the pharmacy. It has taken up all the parking spaces.  

A gearbox was stolen from a workshop. It has been found in the bin! 

A car mechanic changed the wheel on my car. He worked very quickly.  

A car has a flat tire. It must pull off the road onto the shoulder immediately. Barbara works for a 

company. It makes washing machines. 

There were some nails in the toolbox. Where are they? 

3. Complete the sentences using who/whom/whose/where 

What is the name of the man …….….. tools your borrowed? 

Is Czech Republic the country …….….. Škoda cars are made? 

What do you call the  man …….….. makes things from wood? 

Is this the lady to …….….. you sold your car?  

I cannot remember the name of the garage …….….. I last tanked.  

I must call the man to …….….. I lent my hacksaw. I need it back!  

We met the people …….….. daughter won the last design competition.  

4. Translate 

Můj bratr Jim, který žije v Londýně, je lékař. 

 

Anna, co bydlí vedle, je velmi přátelská. 

 

John, který mluví francouzsky a italsky, pracuje jako turistický průvodce. 

 

Paní Bondová stráví pár týdnů v Dánsku, kde žije její dcera. 

 

Bydleli jsme v Hotelu Grand, který nám doporučila Karin.  
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Key 

1. Fill in the gaps in the following sentences 

My car is broken. The man repairing  my car is a car mechanic.  

Somebody riding a motorcycle is a motorcyclist.   

The man teaching  you how to drive a car is a driving instructor.  

A new gearbox was stolen from the workshop. Police are looking for the thief.  

There is a big lorry parked in front of the pharmacy. It has taken up all the parking spaces! 

Something called an engine is needed for a machine to work. 

2. Make one sentence from two. Use who, that, which 

The lorry which / that is parked in front of the pharmacy has taken up all the parking spaces.  

The gearbox which / that was stolen from a workshop has been found in the bin! 

The car mechanic who changed the wheel on my car worked very quickly.  

A car which / that has a flat tire must pull off the road onto the shoulder immediately.  

Barbara works for a company which / that makes washing machines. 

Where are the nails which / that were in my toolbox? 

3. Complete the sentences using who/whom/whose/where 

What is the name of the man whose tools your borrowed? 

Is Czech Republic the country where Škoda cars are made? 

What do you call the  man who makes things from wood? 

Is this the lady to whom you sold your car?  

I cannot remember the name of the garage where I last tanked.  

I must call the neighbour to whom I lent my hacksaw. I need it back!  

We met the people whose daughter won the last design competition. 

4. Translate 

My brother Jim, who lives in London, is a doctor.  

Anna, who lives next door, is very friendly.  

John, who speaks French and Italian, works as a tourist guide.  

Mrs. Bond is going to spend a few days in Sweden, where her daughter lives.  

We stayed at the Grand Hotel, which Karin recommended to us. 


